We create Service Leaders and New Partnerships that
serve our Community and heal the World.
We use Photography as a tool of change.
We empower Students and Veterans to serve and
we prepare them for their futures.
They work with others to create images that matter
…to support Partnerships that matter

…to support Change that matters for our Community.
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images for Good
is a Service Photography Nonprofit that
helps programs tell their amazing
stories; we provide professional-grade
images created by (and benefiting)
Students, Veterans, and Professional
Photographers.

Just a few of the 40+ organizations we
have supported are represented here.
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Recent Efforts:

Graham Road
Church Launch

Arlington Food
Assistance Center
(fundraising & food
donation event)
12/21/16

March for Unity, Racial
Healing and Justice
(and then a panel and
discussion)
1/16/17

Dinner for Syria
(fundraiser)

1/8/17

1/19/17
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Recent Efforts (contd):

Science Fair
Judging
2/1/17

STEAM Night
20 Stations,
500 People
——3 ifG Students
(2 Learning, 1
Mentoring)
2/2/17

Food, Aid,
and Hope
distribution
——The 25th Project
2 ifG Students
(helping the unsheltered
on their
NOVA homeless)
second
mentored
shoot

2/25/17
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the images for Good Portfolio is PEOPLE, not photos:
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Dinner for Syria
(fundraiser)
1/8/17

We give Students technology, leadership, and job
skills in ways that serve our Community.
…please consider partnering with us!

Both of these Students want to support others
...we purposefully bridge communities

Capable equipment matters.
…this is a low-light environment
with a basic lens and no flash
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March for Unity, Racial
Healing and Justice
(and then a panel and
discussion)
1/16/17

1 Event, 1 Mentor
2 Students
3 Cameras
19 New Partnerships
1 Common Purpose
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Our impact goes far beyond “Students taking pictures”…
we Plan

Create

Process

Use

Adapt & Learn

We spread the images, messages, and
purpose of the event (and our program)
with new Partners & Audiences
…to drive, model, and inspire change.
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images for Good is doing amazing things for others at the grassroots level,
with impact in and through Students and Veterans.
We are changing our community - and the world - one event, one Student, one
photograph at a time.
Each of our Students contribute unique perspectives and experience levels – one of them
is now serving as a photography mentor (sharing all that he has learned over 4 months
from ifG adult mentors) and the other two are ifG’s newest Students (who volunteered
with us after seeing ifG cover a Dinner for Syria fundraising event).

Each of these Students brings to the table unique experiences and perspectives that desperately need to be shared with all of us, drawing from the rich and diverse offerings of Yemen,
Syria, and the United States.

New partnerships and new points of view matter. Together, we can do more.
These Students are reviewing, selecting, and sharing images that THEY created at the event.
To date, everything we have done (supporting over 40 other nonprofit programs with 100+
engagements) has been with secondhand equipment that we cobbled together from our very
limited means. Laptops are essential – we need them to deliver images and provide training
onsite. “Fun fact” on this particular device (our only laptop): the number keys don't work.

But we do what we can with what we do have (Passion, Purpose, and Plan to build on what
we’ve done)!
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images for Good makes our Community Impact
in and through Students and Veterans
...as we assist other Service Programs
Our nonprofit supports other nonprofit programs helping others in our community

Our efforts
> Raise Awareness

> Mobilize Others
> Raise $

Our nonprofit makes a difference in and through Students and Veterans
We are
> Preparing them for their futures
> Creating & Cultivating Community
Service Leaders
> Planting seeds for future community
progress




Far beyond “Students taking pictures”, images for Good is about Service and Leadership,
empowering people to help others.
We are a grassroots (and spreading) Service nonprofit organization & social
movement...that just happens to use cameras.

We share the images, messages, and purpose of the event (and our program)
with these new partners and new audiences
…to model, support, and inspire change.
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images for Good
January 2017
images for Good started in March 2015 by one person with one camera — and a vision to use photography as a
tool for change. After a $1000 launch grant in January 2016, we could afford the legal fees allowing us to
become a 501c3. We are now a service photography nonprofit that serves our community and empowers
Students and Veterans – an operational 501c3 program making a difference across VA, MD, and DC. Thanks
to the commitment and hard work of 8 Students, mentored by 4 Professional Photographers and 1 Veteran,
we have served over 40 nonprofit organizations -- telling stories of their work by supporting over 100
engagements. Along the way, we generated earned income of $2720 to purchase 3 secondhand cameras and
demonstrated over and over again that social causes linked with Students as part of the solution produces
amazing results for all involved. We help raise awareness and generate additional community engagement on
projects ranging from hunger, disease, Veterans’ issues and racial reconciliation – and serve in venues as varied
as parking lots to the National Press Club. While we form broad partnerships across the public, private, and
social sectors, we focus on providing new possibilities to resource-challenged service teams , economically
disadvantaged Students, and Veterans transitioning from the military.
Striving to make our community impact as large, deep, and lasting as possible, images for Good has
partnered with two schools to formally connect with 128 students in 2017 -- reaching far more into our
community than the One Mentor: One Student approach ever could. While we are excited about this new
classroom-launched engagement model, we do not yet have a laptop to take our training tools and specialized
software into these schools where we could guide Students on how to create, process, and share photos and
videos in a One Mentor: Many Students approach. Additionally, we need to expand our pool of shared
equipment to put more cameras into the hands of these additional Student storytellers.
To meet the needs of these two schools, we need to raise $4450 to obtain this laptop and 3 new camera/
lens systems. These essential resources (the new Student training tool and the additional camera capacity)
will be used by these Students to serve their schools and our community – supporting local nonprofits, businesses, communities of faith, and local governments. Beyond a financial contribution, our marketing and outreach materials always welcome a fresh perspective and new ideas. Help us reach others in your network who
might want to Volunteer, Advice, or Donate. Together, we can do more.
The images for Good network of support is an exciting journey of growth, connection, and development –
and we never forget that we are trying to change lives one program, one event, one Student, one mentoring
session, and one photograph at a time. Won't you play a role in this movement?

Kevin Krisko
Founder & President
imagesforGood@gmail.com / 571-229-6605
www.imagesforGood.org
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/imagesforGood/
Twitter & Instagram: @imagesforGood
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Who is Jared Wood?


Someone giving back with what they have



an images for Good Student



a High School Senior headed to University in Fall 2017 (and will minor in Photography)



an aspiring Professional Photographer

Jared is serving his community, was exposed to the passion and purpose of others,
and just got his first byline.
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Our Community-focused,

Student-driven Service program is:
−

a Service Photography Nonprofit (501c3)

−

a Social Enterprise

−

a Photo Ministry

−

a movement designed to spread
to other communities.

Our ability to serve more programs in our
Community is driven by our capacity to engage
more Students,
...and the pace of our expansion is set by
our ability to raise funds.

Won’t you help?

Together, we can do more.


We need your help with funding to obtain additional Cameras, Lenses, and
Laptops. Let us build upon what we have already put in place in 2016 -- so that we
can support even more programs and Students.



We can’t do this alone. With a grant of any amount, ifG will put more capability
into the hands of more Students. In turn they can support more programs –
ifG capacity to support others far outstrips Community demand. Any contribution
will have a greater impact to our community – because our support goes to other
service providers. Working as a team, we can magnify and amplify the good work
already being done and assist others who are just getting started.
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2015 and 2016 Accomplishments

√

March 21, 2105 — Began serving our community
(VA, MD, DC)

√

Connect with more Community
Partners to

Validated the demand, refined the concept, learned
from experience, and adapted (ongoing)

√

2017 and 2018 Goals



Improve Sustainability



Grow Capacity & Capability by
adding equipment (cameras,
lenses, laptops) that allow us to
expand our ability to support
more Students so that we can
better support our Community

Obtained launch funding to support legal organization creation (a $1000 grant)

√

June 3, 2016 — Became a 501c3

√

Earned enough income to sustain operations & allow
limited equipment investments

√

Created a Resource-driven Capability Roadmap

Students Engaged
One on One

Student Engagements via
Help us make this crucial transition!

Student Engagements
ifG Student Schools

other Schools Supported by ifG

Stenwood ES...1

Vienna ES

Madison HS...4

Thoreau MS

West Springfield HS...1

Fairfax HS

Virginia Commonwealth University...2

Freedom Hill ES

University of Mary Washington (Dec16)

Classrooms & Schools
Next Phase (2017) Schools
George Mason HS...76
Mary Ellen Henderson MS...52
Falls Church HS...tbd
Luther Jackson MS...tbd
Graham Road ES...tbd

Please help us put more cameras in the hands of more Students…
so that together we might grow these new service leaders and help more Programs.
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images for Good:
Our Vision and Values


images for Good believes that Photography can and should be a force for good in our
communities. It is far more than just the art, science, and craft of handling cameras to
create quality photographs. Beyond providing teams and programs with professional
services and quality images, we are a social enterprise, 501c3, and movement that
believes in driving positive change by telling important stories in compelling ways…using
an innovative approach where Everybody Wins.



We help solve problems and benefit others using Photography...it is the way we serve
others and create joy using our specific talent and passion.



Students (especially in at-risk areas) are an essential part and purpose of this
program...we position them to share their unique gifts with others, and they obtain

valuable job, technology, leadership, business, and life skills along the way.


We act on the belief that we are part of something bigger than ourselves…and seek to
give meaning and purpose to our photography: One Cause, One Event, One Student, One
Photograph at a time.



Each time images for Good is hired to help a team*, we donate our services to a
community cause event that would not be able to afford our professional services for

their event photography…as we do, we share who made that possible.


We are putting our Love and Faith and Cameras into action…this is very much a photo
ministry which allows us to share our unique gifts with others.

* While earned income helps cover program costs and fund cameras & lenses for us to share
with Students and Veterans, it is not our revenue stream for our livelihoods. That’s why when
clients are hire us (we perform our service pro bono to nonprofits with annual revenues less
than $1M / year), our investment costs are lower than many traditional alternatives -- and the
ifG program puts that money to work helping even more people in our community. We try to
bring multiple layers of benefit to everything we do.
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images for Good uses Design Thinking to help us increase our
Impact and Innovation
What is Design Thinking? It is a mindset.
Design Thinking is the confidence that everyone can be part of creating a more desirable future -- and a process
to take action when faced with a difficult challenge. We need that kind of optimism in education and service
programs. Classrooms, schools, and service programs across the world are facing design challenges every single
day – and wherever these challenges fall on the spectrum of scale – the challenges leaders and educators are
confronted with are real, complex, and varied. Images for Good is responding with new perspectives, new tools,
and new approaches. Design Thinking is one of them.

The Design Thinking process (as outlined by Stanford University) first defines the problem and then implements the
solutions, always with the needs of the user demographic at the core of concept development. This process focuses
on needfinding, understanding, creating, thinking, and doing. At the core of this process is a bias towards action and
creation: by creating and testing something, you can continue to learn and improve upon your initial ideas.

The design process is what puts Design Thinking into action.
It’s a structured approach to generating and developing ideas.
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Getting involved…please
help us help others



Help us spread the word about who we are & what we offer our community
www.imagesforGood.org
www.facebook.com/imagesforGood
Twitter, Instagram
@imagesforGood



Contribute your expertise & talents



Connect us with who we can support



Pray for us and those we support



Donate financially



Provide equipment



Hire us *

* Should you desire non-service related shots of your family, business, team for any purpose or
special event, ifG photographers can provide images using a very value-based cost approach…
where all money raised goes towards supporting others in our community.
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Background Material on
Our Service Programs



Intentionally converging Service, Students & Veterans, and Photography



How do the Students & Community interact?



How are the photos used?



How does your support amplify our impact?



Images we’ve created


NFCR National Press Club (May 2016)



Memorial Day (May 2016)



Racial Reconciliation (Aug 2016)



Veterans Day (Nov 2016)



Founder information



501c3 certification
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What do we offer to the Community?


Shared resources & expertise in the support of
service programs



A common infrastructure for all to use



Passion, purpose, and a plan (backed up with a
track record of impact and success)

With additional funding, we will engage more Students (and Veterans)
…and empower them to serve others with 3 essential elements:
the more Students
we can include into
new solutions…
the more impact
they can have in our
Community
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Vision and Values:

Problems and
Needs:

Solutions:

We help unleash the
potential of Service
Programs, Students, and
Veterans…using cameras
and commitment to benefit our community.

Grassroots community
programs helping
others need compelling, quality images as
part of their outreach
programs to

images for Good
connects the needs of
both these groups into
new solutions – with
the help of Professional Photographers looking to give purpose to
their expertise, experience, and passion.

We bridge local teams to
work together in new
ways to tackle longstanding issues like poverty and
inequality and disease –
helping tell important stories with images that
matter.

We amplify the impact of
those who serve and to
bring attention to those
that need it most.

We use Photography as a
tool for change.

1) raise awareness of
these important issues
2) engage and mobilize
more volunteers and
donors
…yet many of these
programs (especially
those with annual revenues <$1M) simply
cannot afford the highreturn investment in
professional grade images for their websites,
social media, and marketing & fundraising
materials. Simply put,
those who need it the
most (especially
emerging programs)
can afford it the least.

Students and Veterans
need access to opportunities & resources
that better prepare
them for the future.
They need
1) job skills
2) mentoring by people
who want them to succeed
…yet there are too few
sources for these essential elements – particularly for those in
lower-income environments.

Our new approach purposefully intersects
three key dimensions
New people (Students,
Veterans, and Pro
Photographers)
Shared resources
(Cameras, Lenses,
and Laptops)
Mentoring (Leadership
and Service Photography)
to create powerful
community impacts.

Actions we can take together:

We need your help to sustain and
grow the impact of this Service Photography 501c3 / Social Enterprise so
that we can continue to:
Serve our community using Photography
Empower Students and Veterans with
Skills, Equipment, and Mentoring

Co-Create new partnerships that help
others

You can Volunteer, Advise, or Donate:
Make a tax-deductible donation towards our “Cameras for Causes” inschool program to help us purchase the tools these Students
need
Contribute your expertise: help us improve our marketing materials and
website, provide accounting assistance, or serve on our Advisory
Board
Connect us with potential Supporters...and connect us with people,
programs, and causes that we can
support. Our Student/Mentor
teams can provide them powerful
images for their use in mobilizing
additional
volunteers and
obtaining needed funding for their
service to others.

You can hire us!
Our cadre of Professional Photographer Mentors will offer their services at a reduced rate – with all
proceeds going to help the ifG operational expenses and equipment
investments
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How do the Students and Community interact?

What benefits are realized?

Overall Desired Outcomes of the In-School Training / Community Service Initiative:


Serve more Community needs



Create more Students who can serve independently AND mentor other Students to serve

What will funding of this Initiative allow to take flight in 2017?


In-School Engagement will dramatically improve with Laptops, Tablets, and additional Cameras


allow us to reach more Students at the same time (more efficient use of ifG resources)



increase community benefit potential (we have more Student Storytellers)



create collaborative projects that reinforce classroom, school-wide and community
objectives, needs, and possibilities



allow better synergy with other elements of the school (not just obvious connections like
Yearbook and Newspaper…but the Marketing / DECA and other Service Programs, too)



generate more Students who serve in their Schools and Communities of Faith and
Programs (Band, Sports, Scouts, Clubs)



ifG spreads to even more communities as Students depart for universities
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Who do we try and support?

And where will those photos go?
images for Good was created to support grassroots, emerging, and lower-resourced service programs.
We especially focus on those nonprofits with resource levels that make it difficult or impossible to otherwise
secure the services of professional photographers. These volunteer-based, community programs are least likely
to obtain high-quality images -- and all of the benefits that can result from compelling photos that tell powerful and
emotional stories that lead to action.
Each of these nonprofits has varied needs: some want photos of who they are helping, others must treat their
work with great confidentiality. But all of them need our help to keep doing what they do. We equip these service
programs with high-quality imagery (them in action, of their facilities, of events) for use in their marketing and outreach efforts aimed at generating more community support.
We are helping these programs generate even more community support (more volunteers, more donations)…even
as we develop Student leaders for our community.
These Students are not there simply to take photographs: they are there to make a difference in our community
and in ways that better prepare them for the future, too. We mentor them in photography as well as in service…
and then we ask them to mentor others, too. They are guided towards projects and programs by their community
and school needs…and then THEY find causes that matters to THEM. What are some of their ideas?


Northern Virginia Human Trafficking Initiative



Falls Church Education Foundation



AutismFYI

What do we do with these Student-generated images?


They go to the nonprofits for use in their materials (websites, social media, fundraising mailings)



They will be shared with their schools (website, social media, newspaper, and yearbook)



They will go to community sponsors and to local governments



Local print and media outlets



imagesforGood.org

...what great ways to showcase the new partnerships that make new things possible!
We want them to provoke, inspire, and spark others to support the causes…as well as to contribute to our
community in any way that they can about any project they feel passionate about.

We want to make a meaningful difference in the lives of others.
Thank you for considering a partnership with our program!
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Your support for Capable Laptops and Additional Cameras will
dramatically improve every step
of our Service Photography lifecycle:

Phase of Support

Laptop

3 Cameras

Before the Event (In-School and Onsite/on location)
Train & Prepare Students
in the classroom…New!
Determine who to support (Client) &
what their unique needs are

allows more Students to
be trained more effectively by Mentors

more Students can get
vital “hands on” practice

allows us to show Client
photo examples and how
they can be used for
maximum effect

Students assess the environment, learn the event
flow, determine angles
and lighting

Learn how to use the camera/lens/flash
system
Learn how to compose powerful images
that inspire action
Learn how to interact at the event or
location with the Client, Guests,
Partners
Learn how to use the laptop, specialized postprocessing software, and
ifG website

Planning session with Client (Nonprofits,
Businesses, Service Programs, School Project, etc) – this a crucial step where we determine goals, roles and responsibilities,
and desired outcomes

During the Event (Onsite)
Interact professionally at the Event +
Create images onsite – taking photos,

N/A

more Students can cover
the event from different
angles

gives Clients immediate
Social Media shots for
maximum impact &
outreach

N/A

working with people

Review images onsite with Client to Determine Needs and Priorities… New!

After the Event (In-School or At home)
Perform postprocessing – Download, Review, Select, Enhance, Arrange, Upload,
and Distribute images and videos…New!
Now we can involve more Students in a
way that better fits their schedules and
delivers images to the Client faster

Get Client Feedback

allows the Students to do
this at home AND doubles our capacity /
enables delivery of more
images, faster

great additional capacity
for surveys

N/A

N/A
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Client Feedback
(National Press Club event on
5/2/2106)
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Memorial Day 2016
To honor the memory of those who paid the ultimate sacrifice in service to our country,
images for Good photographers supported the City of Falls Church's 2016 Memorial Day Ceremony -- and had an amazing time doing it. Lead Photographer for today's engagement was a
Third Grader; his images were supplied to the Director of Communications for the City of Falls
Church (who provided this photographer his press credentials).
Our approach at images for Good is pretty intentional:

We invest in those who invest in others…and Cultivate Service Leaders.
Today exemplified all that we try to be and all that we try to do…and we are grateful for the opportunity. And just when you think it couldn't get any better – the Veterans at this ceremony
invited this Photographer to ride on their float during the parade and hand out American flags
to the crowd. In addition to serving his community, expanding his portfolio, meeting the
Veterans and the city's Mayor...this 9 year old Service Leader had two cones of soft serve ice
cream afterwards. He earned every sticky bit of it.
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Racial Reconciliation

30

Veterans Day 2016
As part of their annual Veterans Day ceremony, the City of Falls Church paid special tribute to the 7
fallen Servicemembers from Falls Church who died while serving in Afghanistan and Iraq. We paid
tribute to these warriors and their families; two plaques in their honor will be placed at the Community Center. They will not be forgotten. Thank you to our nation's Veterans and their families
for their sacrifices, and our freedom.
A Veteran myself, it was an honor to lift them up and serve them with ifG cameras.
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Another ifG Student byline!
(4th Grader)
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Just a few more of our supported Programs,
Professional Photographers, and Students
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Who is the Founder of
images for Good?
What are the roles he plays?

Changemaker

Social Entrepreneur

Child of God

Creator

Visionary

Father

Volunteer

Program Manager

Public Servant

Veteran

Service Leader

Photographic Artist

Starting over 30 years ago with a Kodak Disc 4000 pocket film camera, I grew my skills and passion for visually
celebrating life and the people and places and events most special to me and my family. For the past 13
years, I have been creating digital images, publishing them to the web, and sharing shots that make people
smile.
I am working to create a network of nonprofits, educational programs, and for-profit ventures with a common purpose: helping others in our community. I want to engage with you to create something new to assist
our communities where we can help those who help others…and amplify our individual and collective impact
by playing to our gifts and strengths.
Not only am I acting on my passion for helping others with photography, but I am also leveraging my private
sector, military, and federal service as a change leader and program manager who builds teams and capabilities. I'm bringing all of that (and my network) to the table to partner with others to help our community in an
innovative, scalable way that offers win-win-win-win opportunities for all involved.

Let’s work together, each playing to our unique & complementary
strengths, purposes, and gifts.
And let’s start now.
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501c3 Determination Letter

Note: The actual letter is two pages;
this is a scanned, consolidated version.
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